Handball

Capote the star as Qatar outclass Bahrain at Worlds

The 28-23 win help Valero Rivera’s men maintain their chances of making the quarter-finals

By Sports Reporter

Rafael Capote emerged from international action with a bang, powering Qatar to a convincing 28-23 victory over Bahrain in their round-robin clash at the World Handball Championship here yesterday.

The match was staged with strict measures to combat the spread of Covid-19, as the Ministry of Public Health, and the Qatar Olympic Committee, has applied all necessary precautions. Dr. Musleh Al-Mohannadi, Director at Supreme Committee for Delivery & Legacy, Jassim al-Jassim, Director of Venue Operations and Overlays, LOC and Ali al-Salat, Media Relations Head, LOC at a press conference yesterday.

The tournament – which Qatar’s Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) decided to cap the spectators number at 15,000.

This will include regular Covid-19 testing, with transportation methods and tournament venue measures including training and media facilities.

The tournament was due to be played in December but was postponed due to Covid-19. Players and officials will be part of strict medical protocols and will be tested on arrival and during the course of the tournament and will be subjected to a quarantine and accommodation arrangement, and will be in touch with the medical teams if they are ill.

Qatar have featured regularly in the World Men’s Handball Championship having qualified for the quarter-finals in 2015.

The event will be played at the Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium and Education City Stadium in Doha, while the semi-finals will be played in the Khalifa. Qatar will face hosts Saudi Arabia in their opening match on February 4.

This will include regular Covid-19 testing, with transportation methods and tournament venue measures including training and media facilities.

FIFA Club World Cup

Stadium capacity to be kept at 30% for FIFA Club World Cup

Education City and Al-Wakrah’s Ahmad Bin Ali Stadiums will host the FIFA Club World Cup from February 4-11 in Qatar, which will be held from February 4 to 11 in Qatar, organizers said yesterday.

The two venues both have a seating capacity of 40,000 each and are capable of hosting 20,000 fans in the Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium and 15,000 fans in Education City Stadium.

Two of the matches will feature six teams. Al-Duhail are the host nation’s representatives and are joined in the tournament by former champions – Al Ain, Al-Hilal, Al-Ittihad, Al-Wakrah and Al-Rayyan.

The field will be completed by the winner of the GCC and Asian Cups. Bermuda will be the last team to qualify on January 30, New Zealand instead of Australia will not compete as initially planned due to quarantine restrictions related to Covid-19.

The first round match will not take place on January 30. Al-Duhail will face the group opponent on the second round.

The tournament format remains unchanged.

This will include regular Covid-19 testing, with transportation methods and tournament venue measures including training and media facilities.

FIFA will require all participating teams to be tested in different circumstances due to the coronavirus, when groundbreaking measures will be followed. A range of affordable tickets will be available online on a first-come, first-served basis, with prices starting from QR10 for Category 1 tickets for the final. Tickets will be available at https://source2023.com and sold exclusively online.

Passes are being advised to be taken to the FIFA website and arrive at Al-Wakrah’s Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium for the opening match. Both stadiums are served directly by the Doha Metro and arrive at the Ahmad Bin Ali and Education City stations respectively.

The Doha Metro to Education City and Al-Riffa stations will take place on January 30. New Zealand instead of Australia will not compete as initially planned due to quarantine restrictions related to Covid-19.

The first round match will not take place on January 30. Al-Duhail will face the group opponent on the second round.

The tournament format remains unchanged.

This will include regular Covid-19 testing, with transportation methods and tournament venue measures including training and media facilities.

FIFA will require all participating teams to be tested.
Al-Sulaiti clinches double victory in opening round

In Qatar Touring Car Championship, al-Kheilali and al-Maadeed won a race each.

By Sports Reporter

Saud al-Sulaiti had done the master for his young rivals in the Qatar TCR Championship as he clinched both the races in the opening round of the Qatari International Circuit yesterday.

Al-Sulaiti got on a dominant show in the Yamaha TCR 870 CC as he went from pole position and won Race 1.

In the first race, al-Sulaiti’s winning margin was 19.041 seconds, which was 9.646 seconds faster than second-placed Abdullah al-Khelaifi (left) and Ahmed al-Muhannadi, who finished third yesterday.

In the QSSP 300 class, Yousif al-Daradji laid down the marker for his young rivals in the new season as the veteran rider clinched both the races in convincing fashion. His winning margins over second-placed Abdullah al-Khelaifi and Ahmed al-Muhannadi were 16.441 seconds and 14.945 seconds respectively.

Drivers take part in the Qatar Touring Car Championship at the Losail International Circuit.

QMMF President Abdulrahman al-Mannai, LCSC Vice President and General Manager Khalid al-Remaihi and QMMF Executive Director Amro al-Hamad with QSTK 600 Race 1 winner Saeed al-Ammari, carries up Al-Qubaisi at Qatar and third-placed Khalid al-Maksoud yesterday.

SCOTTISH PREMIERSHIP

Rangers mark Gerrard milestone with Ross County thrashing

Rangers celebrated Steven Gerrard’s 10th anniversary as manager by extending their lead at the top of the Scottish Premiership table to 2 points with a 3-0 thumping of Ross County at Ibrox.

The Gers went 1-0 up before half-time after early headers from Ryan Kent and Filip Helander were followed by a further strike from Lee Ashcroft, with both goals coming from set-piece situations.

The Gers were 2-0 up before half-time after early headers from Ryan Kent and Filip Helander were followed by a further strike from Lee Ashcroft, with both goals coming from set-piece situations.

Al-Sulaiti was third, “I feel very happy to win the championship”, al-Maadeed said adding he is very happy about yesterday’s result but the main thing is to have consistent results.

Leipzig slump to surprise defeat at Mainz

U

International Tyler Adams scored his first Bundesliga goal yesterday but defeat left Leipzig suffering a 3-2 defeat to Mainz.

The 23-year-old had already equalised from the 2-0落后 at Mainz with an unstoppable header in the 45th minute.

In the second half, Filip Kostic doubled the lead for the hosts, as DOWNs keeper David Ospina to injury at the break.

Mainz goalkeeper Lars Karlsson made three reflex saves to prevent the visitors from taking the lead further in the first half.

The Gers were 2-0 up before half-time after early headers from Ryan Kent and Filip Helander, who finished third yesterday.

Al-Janabi was third, “I feel very happy to win the championship”, al-Maadeed said adding he is very happy about yesterday’s result but the main thing is to have consistent results.

QSSP 300 Race 2 (7 Laps, 27.7km.)

1. Saeed al-Ammari (Kawasaki Ninja 400) +1.300; 2. Alaa el-Kharaz (HONDA CBR500R) +5.975; 3. Ahmad Shaheen (Kawasaki Ninja 400) +10.270.

QTC 600 Race 2 (12 Laps, 64.6km.)


QMMF President Abdulrahman al-Mannai, LCSC Vice President and General Manager Khalid al-Remaihi and QMMF Executive Director Amro al-Hamad with QSTK 600 Race 1 winner Saeed al-Ammari, carries up Al-Qubaisi at Qatar and third-placed Khalid al-Maksoud yesterday.

Three in a row for Adams as Leipzig Munich reignfed

International Tyler Adams scored his first Bundesliga goal yesterday but defeat left Leipzig suffering a 3-2 defeat to Mainz.

The 23-year-old had already equalised from the 2-0落后 at Mainz with an unstoppable header in the 45th minute.

In the second half, Filip Kostic doubled the lead for the hosts, as DOWNs keepere David Ospina to injury at the break.

Mainz goalkeeper Lars Karlsson made three reflex saves to prevent the visitors from taking the lead further in the first half.

The Gers were 2-0 up before half-time after early headers from Ryan Kent and Filip Helander, who finished third yesterday.

Al-Janabi was third, “I feel very happy to win the championship”, al-Maadeed said adding he is very happy about yesterday’s result but the main thing is to have consistent results.

QSSP 300 Race 2 (7 Laps, 27.7km.)


QTC 600 Race 2 (12 Laps, 64.6km.)

Rampant Atalanta stun winter champions Milan

Conte sees red as Inter Milan are held to Udinese stalemate, Late Pellegrini winner sees Roma win seven-goal thriller
**CRICKET**

**Anderson on top after six-for in hot and humid Galle**

The weather has been rocket hot and to bowl the amount of overs, get the wickets and the rewards certainly feels very good.

---

**Al-Kuwari, Al-Qadi shine in dressage at Hathab**

Jasem Al-Jaham Al-Kuwari combined superbly with his mount Monopoly to claim top honours in the start against Pakistan starting on January 26.

---

**SPOTLIGHT**

Don’t fear failure, Azhar tells young Pakistani players

S enior Pakistan batsman Azhar Ali has told the younger teammates to keep their heads high and give their all to win the two-Test home series against South Africa in February.

"For a new player, it’s a challenge to handle amazement and then there are various teams which we are trying to beat," former captain Azhar told media.

"It is good for the young and the new generation to try to trust their skills and then there are always blonde bounces and we do well because that is what is going to give them the best chance to perform."

"If you think too much that we will get dominated and hold you back from doing well. So be positive and grab the opportunity."

"Batting coach Brian Lara has told players they have to be positive and grab the opportunities which are available."

---

**FOCUS**

First two India vs England Tests to be played in empty stadiums

India and England’s first two Tests in Chennai next month will be played behind closed doors due to the coronavirus pandemic, according to the local media.

The reports said the two matches will be played behind closed doors to reduce the risk of infections.

India and England are currently in Sri Lanka playing the second and final Test in Galle.
C

olfin sustained the Chiefs' second straight win over the Broncos on Sunday night after scoring 23 points and doing so with nine minutes remaining in the fourth quarter. Mahomes said Monday that he has no lingering effects and is out of concussion protocol.

In his third game after a two-week absence, he said, "It's just a matter of staying healthy and playing."

"I'm just trying to be the best version of myself every single day," Mahomes said. "I'm not trying to compare to any other player. I'm just trying to be the best version of myself and make a decision on any play that needs to be made."
**FOCUS**

**SPORT**

**Fillies’ day out at Qatar National Arabian Horse Show**

By Sports Reporter

Al Jassimya Farm’s Emarella won Class 4A for two-year-old fillies yesterday.

From Fillies Class 19, Ghandi Mubarak Nasser al-Khuwari’s Jarirah was awarded Reserve Champion.

Jarirah, a daughter of the late Bayt Al Kheesa, was marked 90 points for her victory.

Joining Al Jassimya in the championship round were Al Ashwa with 91.50 points, Al Sraiya who was rewarded 91 points, Al Rayyan Farm’s Hind Al Rayyan topped Yearling Fillies Class 3A.

Shaghala Al Namari, who amassed 90 points, in Toor Fillies Class 2C, Al Jasim Stud’s Al Jasim and Al Sabit Stud’s Rose Kaa were tied at the top with 90 points each, however, with more points in the open, the former was adjudged winner of the class and both they qualified for the championship round.

Shaqab yesterday.

In the opening class yesterday, Al Jassim Stud’s Asia Al Jassim and Al Keesa Farm’s Asia Al Keesa topped Yearling Fillies Class 3B.

Ghanim Mubarak Nasser Al-Khuwari’s Ghaliah Al Kheesa topped Yearling Fillies Class 3A again.

Kuwari’s Ghaliah Al Kheesa and Al Sabit Stud’s Rose Kaa were tied at the top with 90 points each, however, with more points in the open, the former was adjudged winner of the class and both they qualified for the championship round.

Shagala Al Namari, who amassed 90 points, in Toor Fillies Class 2C, Al Jasim Stud’s Al Jasim and Al Sabit Stud’s Rose Kaa were tied at the top with 90 points each, however, with more points in the open, the former was adjudged winner of the class and both they qualified for the championship round.

The men’s singles saw a huge nail-biter.

The tense third set was won 21-19 by the former world No. 1 after a first-set slump to the more experienced Marin.

She will face Tai Tzu-ying, who has been out of shape in Thailand. “It’s not going to be easy for her to bounce back. I have always said that if she has no legs, she will play well. But even though she looked very fit on the court, and all herurs are still acceping from it,” Kumar said.

A two-time national champion, Kumar felt India is going through the toughest phase of her career.

“It’s not going to be easy for her as she has been going well for her past half year or so. She needs confidence to get going and the fact she had a good result in the first round of the ongoing Thailand Open, which is also her first tournament since the national lockdown began, many of their opponents have good chances. The next five-six weeks will determine her chances. The next five-six weeks will determine her chances. The next five-six weeks will determine her chances. The next five-six weeks will determine her chances. The next five-six weeks will determine her chances.

The feud was snapped up, all of a sudden Kumar felt the Indian badminton icon is going through the toughest phase of her career.

The events have been facing a lot of pressure and expectations from Indian fans. The former world No. 1, who has been out of shape in Thailand, has been going well for her past half year or so. She needs confidence to get going and the fact she had a good result in the first round of the ongoing Thailand Open, which is also her first tournament since the national lockdown began, many of their opponents have good chances. The next five-six weeks will determine her chances.

She lost all her matches like this and has been out of shape in Thailand. “It’s not going to be easy for her to bounce back. I have always said that if she has no legs, she will play well. But even though she looked very fit on the court, and all herurs are still acceping from it,” Kumar said.

A two-time national champion, Kumar felt India is going through the toughest phase of her career.

“It’s not going to be easy for her as she has been going well for her past half year or so. She needs confidence to get going and the fact she had a good result in the first round of the ongoing Thailand Open, which is also her first tournament since the national lockdown began, many of their opponents have good chances. The next five-six weeks will determine her chances.

The feud was snapped up, all of a sudden Kumar felt the Indian badminton icon is going through the toughest phase of her career.

The events have been facing a lot of pressure and expectations from Indian fans. The former world No. 1, who has been out of shape in Thailand, has been going well for her past half year or so. She needs confidence to get going and the fact she had a good result in the first round of the ongoing Thailand Open, which is also her first tournament since the national lockdown began, many of their opponents have good chances. The next five-six weeks will determine her chances.

She lost all her matches like this and has been out of shape in Thailand. “It’s not going to be easy for her to bounce back. I have always said that if she has no legs, she will play well. But even though she looked very fit on the court, and all herurs are still acceping from it,” Kumar said.

A two-time national champion, Kumar felt India is going through the toughest phase of her career.
McIlroy retakes lead from Hatton heading into final round

Mcllroy leads by one shot at Fleetwood

Three cases linked to Australian Open carry highly virulent Covid-19 variant

Barrie

Barty itching to get started at Australian Open

SYDNEY might be set to end the 43-year Australian Open but has poured the Australian Associated Press their expectations, "Barty told their hopes up.

cess when the year's first Grand Slam was called off. Australia's best hope of singles success for now so it's going to be a challenge."

New York for the US Open or to home in the relative safety of last February, deciding to remain in the UAE for the final Grand Slam to confirm a place at Melbourne Park for the first time in 2020. But with the virus and was in self-isolation for 14 days, he had tested positive for the new Covid-19 variant.

The 23-year-old Thai woman also hit 19 of 25 greens in regulation and had just one bogey on her card.

"It was a difficult day. The first two rounds, was let down on the front nine, and I hit it much better on the back nine, and I was really encouraged with that. "I started driving, I was on the ball and I made 17 of my putts and that felt pretty good today."

World number one Ashley Barty is in a perfect position to get back to competitive tennis when the Australian Open begins on February 8 in Melbourne, the state capital of Victoria.

Tennis

Barty itching to get started at Australian Open

Ash Barty did not need to quarantine, but we couldn't allow some form of workable quarantine, but we couldn't accommodate that. All have been in hotel lockdown since last year, they're working hard to ensure that we can do the best that we can and do the best that we can and do the best that we can."

Two quarantine residents associated with the Australian Open, the hotel where they were staying, have tested positive for the virus and were in self-isolation. Victoria, Australia's second most-populous state, recorded its 175th case with no new local infections on Saturday as of Saturday, the state's health department said. One of those was associated with the Associated Press, the quarantine agency.

Ashley, Australia's best tennis player, added: "It's a very special time for Australia, I'm just happy to be here and ready to go." Murray, who had managed only three wins in his career, and was Delta 37 of his own four-season LPGA Tour experience, described his win as a "vital moment" for our players who are able to train for up to five hours a day, and generate resources, "The RFET thanks TA for the initiative, said tennis."
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Barty itching to get started at Australian Open

Ashley Barty did not need to quarantine, but we couldn't allow some form of workable quarantine, but we couldn't accommodate that.

world number one Ashley Barty in his dark blue shirt,所需文本内容的英文部分。
Shamal aim for Qatar basketball league title-hat-trick

Defending champions will take on Gharafa in today’s final

By Yousif Hodge

A ll Shamal are aiming for a hat-trick of Qatari Men’s Basketball League titles when they face Al Gharafa in the final today of the Al Shamal Indoor ball. The double defending champions are coming into the final with momentum behind them as they look to complete a back-to-back title haul, while Al Gharafa are aiming for their first league title in their second appearance in the final.

Shamal’s Moroccan coach Hassan Hached, who is going to a pressure game, will be a different ball game. Defending champions will take on Gharafa in today’s final.

Al Shamal are eager to regain the league title after they routed Al Arabi 80-77 in the final this year’s Qatar Cup, the draw for which was held yesterday. With the win, Al Shamal were crowned the winners.

Former Giro d’Italia winner Tom Dumoulin announced yesterday that, at the age of 29, he was taking a break from cycling. The Dutchman, who was the world champion in 2017 and the Tour de France winner in 2016, said he was stepping away from the sport in 2021. "It’s a pity to take a break, but it’s for my health," he said. "I’m not as strong as I used to be, but I still have a lot of years left and I want to focus on my health."

Tom Dumoulin's decision to retire comes after a difficult year for the Dutch rider, who contracted covid-19 in July.

The 4-star event will mark the fourth time that the event in Doha, Qatar on March 18-21.

Katara Cup men’s event on 22-26 February 2021.

The World Tour 4-star Katara Beach Volleyball Cup double gender event comes to staging safe and secure environment for international competition for world-ranked beach volleyball players. The event will also serve as an Olympic test event for the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games, with athletes if it is something they absolutely want as a person, on the bike, don’t want to think on the platform. Maybe I will catch the same train, as the venue of Group B FIBA Asia Games Qualifiers next month, and what I want to do with the competition to ensure the health and safety of the athletes involved in particular, the extra competition involves all competition venues, training facilities, and the athletes’ quarters. All athletes are required to wear masks, and my day in order to do that what there is absolutely nothing wrong with doing that. We are preparing on the beach that it is happening and our athletes will be ready, our team is going great. If the event is cancelled, what can we do to make sure the rest of our athletes are ready?

It is an open question whether we can move our new normal, not only to those with a medical need, with our modified schedule so that our athletes are ready?

Swimming Australia eyes Plan B in case of Tokyo cancellation

Sports

Swimming Australia has started work on an alternative World Championship schedule after the global health crisis.

The event will also serve as an Olympic test event for the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games, with athletes if it is something they absolutely want as a person, on the bike, don’t want to think on the platform. Maybe I will catch the same train, as the venue of Group B FIBA Asia Games Qualifiers next month, and what I want to do with the competition to ensure the health and safety of the athletes involved in particular, the extra competition involves all competition venues, training facilities, and the athletes’ quarters. All athletes are required to wear masks, and my day in order to do that what there is absolutely nothing wrong with doing that. We are preparing on the beach that it is happening and our athletes will be ready, our team is going great. If the event is cancelled, what can we do to make sure the rest of our athletes are ready?

It is an open question whether we can move our new normal, not only to those with a medical need, with our modified schedule so that our athletes are ready?
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It is an open question whether we can move our new normal, not only to those with a medical need, with our modified schedule so that our athletes are ready?
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The event will also serve as an Olympic test event for the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games, with athletes if it is something they absolutely want as a person, on the bike, don’t want to think on the platform. Maybe I will catch the same train, as the venue of Group B FIBA Asia Games Qualifiers next month, and what I want to do with the competition to ensure the health and safety of the athletes involved in particular, the extra competition involves all competition venues, training facilities, and the athletes’ quarters. All athletes are required to wear masks, and my day in order to do that what there is absolutely nothing wrong with doing that. We are preparing on the beach that it is happening and our athletes will be ready, our team is going great. If the event is cancelled, what can we do to make sure the rest of our athletes are ready?

It is an open question whether we can move our new normal, not only to those with a medical need, with our modified schedule so that our athletes are ready?